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**Vektor**

**Task Seating**
- GreenGuard Gold certified
- Height adjustable lumbar support
- Height adjustable padded 3D armrests
- Armrests move forward and backward and pivot side to side
- High Performance mesh back
- Nylon base and casters
- Synchronous mechanism with 3-lock position
- Easy to adjust seat slider
- Pneumatic lift

**Color Options**
- Frame: Black | Mesh: Grey | Cushion: Grey
- Frame: Black | Mesh: Black | Cushion: Black

**Dimensions**
- Height: 38” – 42”
- Width: 22” – 25”
- Seat Height Range: 17” – 21”
- Seat Depth: 18.5”
- Seat Width: 20”
- Arm Height: 8” – 11”
- Range of Motion: 135°
- Seat slider range: 2”
- Armrest pivot range: 3”

Our goal was to deliver initial comfort without the need for adjustments. Vektor’s unique height adjustable 3D armrests, lumbar support, and breathable mesh back work together to contour to the individual’s preference.
Ignite

Task Seating

- GreenGuard Gold certified
- BIFMA certified
- Height-adjustable 3D padded armrests
- Mesh elastomeric back
- Adjustable Y-column lumbar support
- 5-star plastic base with casters
- Synchronous mechanism with 4-lock position, side knob for tilting tension adjustments
- Seat slider
- Pneumatic lift

Color Options
- Frame: Black, Mesh: Black, Cushion: Orange
- Frame: Black, Mesh: Grey, Cushion: Grey
- Frame: Black, Mesh: Black, Cushion: Black

Dimensions
- Height: 39” – 43”
- Width: 26” – 28”
- Seat Height Range: 17” – 19.5”
- Seat Depth: 18.5”
- Seat Width: 20”
- Seat Slider Range: 2”
- Arm Height: 10.5” – 13”
- Armrest Range: 3”
- Range of Motion: 130˚

Ignite | Elevating the seating standards, Ignite delivers striking style and extreme functionality. Adjusting tension is effortless with a back tilt lock and tension adjuster. A chrome-plated detail expands the length of the center Y-column, while the lumbar support provides focus for the user.
Amenity | Amenity’s breathable mesh and eye-catching design keeps spaces light and airy. From benching to private office, this desk and task chair can complete any workspace.
Zone Seating | Our Zone seating line offers affordability without compromising comfort or functionality. Each chair features a contoured seat, elastomeric mesh, and two-way adjustable arms, making it the most practical chair in any workspace.

MidZone & Zone Classic
Task Seating
● GreenGuard Gold certified
● Infinitely locking back and seat tilts
● 2-way adjustable armrests
● Black nylon base
● Quiet-roll casters
● Synchronous seat and back tilt (Classic)
● Ratchet back height adjustment
● Forward tilt and seat slider (MidZone)
● Pneumatic lift

Color Options
Frame: Black | Mesh: Black | Cushion: Black

Dimensions
Height: 40.5” - 44”
Width: 26”
Seat Height: 19” – 23”
Seat Depth: 18”
Seat Width: 21”
Arm Height: 6” – 9”
Range of Motion (Classic): 130˚
Range of Motion (Mid): 140˚
Prov | Prov’s low profile nylon structure creates strength and stability, while its breathable mesh provides precise tension allowing for airflow and a focused posture.

Prov | Conference Seating

- BIFMA certified
- Nylon back frame and armrests
- One piece German elastomeric suspension back and seat
- Cable control mechanism with tilt locking position for smooth transition
- 5-star aluminum base with casters
- Pneumatic lift

Color Options
- Frame: Grey | Mesh: Grey
- Frame: Black | Mesh: Blue
- Frame: Black | Mesh: Black

Dimensions
- Height: 35” - 38”
- Width: 23”
- Seat Height Range: 16.5” - 20”
- Seat Depth: 17”
- Seat Width: 18.5”
- Fixed Armrest Height: 7”
- Range of Motion: 135˚
Pog

Pog’s unique shape adds playfulness to any space. A rounded plastic bottom allows for effortless motion, while the two-tone design features a durable eco-leather and a cushioned upholstered top. Wherever you go, Pog can go with you.

Guest Seating

- Faux leather
- Durable fabric
- 40 Density foam
- Rounded plastic-injected bottom
- Plastic-injected core for stability
- Shock proof base

Color Options

Spring
Summer
Fall
Winter

Dimensions

Height: 19”
Width: 16”
Circumference: 50”
Axiom | Axiom maintains its presence with a weighted base and contoured rear feet while its integrated frame makes it an ideal task chair for private offices and other communal spaces.

Axiom

Guest Seating

- GreenGuard Gold certified
- BIFMA certified
- Elegant, slim silhouette
- Upholstered cushioned seat
- Grey powder-coated legs with polished aluminum detail
- Mesh backing
- Stackable
- Sold in pairs

Color Options

Frame: Black | Mesh: White & Black | Legs: Silver

Frame: Black | Mesh: Black | Legs: Silver

Dimensions

Height: 34.5”
Width: 24”
Seat Height: 17”
Seat Depth: 16”
Seat Width: 18.5”
Arm Height: 8”
Prep | With three vivid color options, these easy to assemble chairs can be arranged individually or connected in rows. Preps curved, injection-molded cross hatch design delivers both style and functionality.

Prep
Multipurpose Seating
- Stackable
- Stack up to 5 chairs without a dolly
- Contoured plastic seat and back
- Ganging mechanism included
- Chrome base
- Sold in pairs

Color Options
- Frame: Blue
- Frame: White
- Frame: Grey

Dimensions
- Height: 32”
- Seat Width: 17”
- Seat Depth: 19”
- Seat Height: 16”

Prep Dolly
Stack up to 15 chairs for the ultimate convenience during setup & storage.
Madison | Our executive chair, known for both style and comfort delivers incomparable value. Options include a high and mid back design with polished chrome features creating a striking look for any private office.

Madison
Executive Seating
- Green guard Gold certified
- BIFMA certified
- Comfortable headrest (High Back)
- Upholstered in Dura-soft eco-leather
- Polished aluminum wishbone arms with non-scratch armrest pads
- Height adjustable seat with 2-to-1 synchro-tilt control with a 5 position lock
- Pneumatic lift

Color Options
- Frame: Black, Arms & Legs: Chrome
- Cushion: Black

Dimensions
- Height: 39” – 46”
- Width: 25”
- Seat Height: 18” – 21”
- Seat Depth: 19”
- Seat Width: 20”
- Arm Height: 8.5”
- Range of Motion (Mid and High): 130°
Customer Service
We stand by our product with an industry-leading customer service team always there to assist with design, development, and delivery. Rest assured, we have you covered.

Quickship
Get your office systems in place fast with our exclusive 10-day Quickship program. It’s available for most standard Friant lines, work surfaces and panel fabrics. We keep our distribution centers stocked with the most popular systems and options, so you don’t have to wait.

GSA
We are proud to be a supplier and strategic partner with many federal, state and local governments. We understand state and local government regulations and are committed to providing you with dedicated resources, unique solutions and our three decades of experience to help you work smarter.

Elite Dealer Network
Friant products are supplied by a nationwide network of leading workspace furniture dealers, installers and maintenance teams. Your project is protected with trained specialists for a lifetime of use.

Design Services
Our in-house product experts are available to assist with providing typicals based on your specifications, work with you to make changes to existing concepts, and can provide you with 3D renderings. If you have your own design team, we offer dealer specification checks and training.

Manufacturing & Distribution
San Leandro, CA | Suffolk, VA
We own and operate manufacturing facilities to provide cost savings and quality for all of our products.

Showrooms
San Leandro, CA | Suffolk, VA | Dallas, TX
Costa Mesa, CA | Atlanta, GA | Shanghai